Viral gene delivery.
Experimental studies of viral gene delivery generally support the principle that virus-mediated gene transfer is indeed possible. However, the field of gene therapy has not yet been realised as a practicable clinical intervention. The delay in translation of laboratory work to clinical utility largely reflects the inability of gene delivery vectors to convey adequate genetic material to a desired location, with adequate durability and low enough toxicity to be effective. Current studies of viral gene therapy vehicles have focused on re-engineering viruses being tested as vectors at present, treating the host to facilitate viral gene transfer and the development of new vectors. Initial enthusiasm for oncoretroviral and adenoviral vectors has cooled, while adeno-associated virus and lentiviral vectors are attracting more interest. Experimental studies with modified SV40-based vectors have also been very promising. The future of gene therapy will probably entail using an array of gene delivery vehicles, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. The vector systems will probably be as diverse as the applications to which they will be put.